Harlow Penguins – Performance C Squad

Squad Structure
As a competitive Club we need to ensure that there is a clearly defined pathway which will allow swimmers
to develop and progress to the highest levels.
Performance C Squad is Penguins Junior Performance squad and is aimed at swimmers who qualify for
County Championships & will in some cases make finals and are looking to achieve Regional Qualifying
times.

Qualification Criteria
The aim of the Performance C Squad is to enable each of its members to achieve a high level of skills and
competency through progressive and structured training cycles aimed at competing at a high level in the
sport, aspiring to achieve qualifying times at Regional level.


Squad Age range: Swimmers in this squad are normally aged 10-12. Those who achieve the relevant
times for the Performance C Squad can only join or retain their place in the squad by adhering to the
training commitment for the squad and have the expected training ability to allow the smooth running
of training sessions.

Each member of the Performance C Squad must achieve the criteria in the three areas listed below.
1. Training Commitment


Swimmers should attend a minimum of 5 pool sessions per week, which will include 1 morning
session, or an amount agreed in advance by the Head Coach which is suitable to the event
specialisation, age and development of the swimmer.



Sessions available are as follows:
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Morning Sessions – preferred morning sessions are Monday and Wednesday. After weekend
competition, Monday morning session will be recovery and is therefore an important session to
attend.



As a competitive swimmer, pool time is vital to a swimmers continued development, session
registers will be monitored to ensure that the requisite numbers of sessions are being attended. If a
swimmer continually does not attend sessions as detailed above, we will review whether it is
appropriate to withdraw the swimmer from the squad.

2. Competitive Performance


Swimmers will be expected to compete in meets and galas where selected, their programme will be
designed for them to compete at the required level for the squad, they will be expected to enter
events greater than 50m.



The Squad qualifying times for the Performance C Squad are based on age Swim England East
Region Championship Qualifying times.



Swimmers must achieve at least 3 Performance Squad qualifying times for their age band. At least
one of those times has to be at a distance greater than 50m.

3. Training Ability


Those who achieve the relevant times for the Performance C Squad can only join or retain their
place in the squad by adhering to the training commitment for the squad and have the expected
training ability to allow the smooth running of training sessions.



Swimmers in Performance C Squad must be able to perform specified training sets to maintain their
place within the squad. Injuries or long term illness will be taken into consideration (at the
discretion of the coaching staff) when training performance is affected.



If the training performance is detrimental to the remainder of the squad an alternative training
squad will be considered until such time as training ability achieves a level suitable for the swimmer
to attend the Performance C Squad sessions.

General Squad Information
1. Coaches Assessment
All swimmers within the squad will be monitored with regards to performance standards, training ability
and commitment as well as other factors such as attendance, attitude, application, and discipline.
Swimmers who do not meet the requirements of the squad after gaining a place shall be given notice of
their level (performance, training etc.) and be required to meet the standard by a specific time/date agreed
by the Head Coach and the swimmer/parents.
2. Equipment
Swimmers must bring their own technical equipment to the training sessions, this will include:


Pull buoy, Kickboard, Snorkel, Hand Paddles, Short fins
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